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Aquaponics 101! This audiobook contains everything you need to know about growing your own fish

and food simultaneously. Aquaculture is a great way to get organic foods year round and save

yourself a ton of money! You probably have your own reasons why you're looking at aquaponics but

it's something you really need to be familiar with before making the commitment. Do you want your

own sustainable, organic, homegrown produce? Do you want to know where your food comes from

and that it's the best quality? Why waste money on a hydroponic system when you can go the

whole way, skip the chemicals, and have home-raised fish that are healthier and tastier than store

bought. Aquaponics is something that many commercial farmers have known about for years, and

some societies have used it for far longer. Tap into their knowledge with this introduction to setting

up your system. We'll tell you what the right ppm measurements in your tank are, what crops grow

best, tips to stop you making common mistakes and how to make use of that dark space

underneath to grow extra things. Within this audiobook, you'll find the answers to these questions

and more. Just some of the questions and topics covered include: What is aquaponics? Introducing

aquaponics at home Designing a system Animals and plants System maintenance Making a profit

And much more! Listen to this audiobook now and learn more about aquaponics.
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This is a great guide for aquaponics for beginners, it thoroughly explains the basic knowledge you

need to know before starting your setup. I really like that it shows the best combinations of



fish-plant-bacteria to starters and the advantages of each of them.

I learned alot from this book about this new topic of aquaponics. The book is well organized in a

logical manner and contains every details one might need to fully understand the subject.

I've read about a quarter of the book so far. A little more specific detail and pictures would be a

welcome addition. So far it's been a good introduction to the benefits of growing your own produce

and fish aquaponically

Great idea but you need a good environment...this was given as a gift to a man inAmarillo,

TX...which is a difficult environment in which to grow anything...unless you are rich andcan afford a

green house for a perfect growing area. Thank you.

It's my first time read a book written by Ms. Celine Walker. Had no difficulty in reading her work with

ease. It is very comfortable to read and follow. I wonder how much more with her other books.

If you're contemplating aquaponics for self sufficientsy or as an enterprise this is a very good book

as a first read before making a decision to go ahead or not.

Well written book. I was sort of hoping that this had more of a how to do it approach with pictures,

diagrams, and plans but it is not. This is however a good introduction to aquaponics for someone

who has never seen the system in action. This book was a quick read and gave me several ideas

for how to setup my own system at home. I am not interested in a tiny system to raise herbs and

goldfish, I want more information about talapia and lettuce, and other salad vegetables. This would

be a great companion to an introduction to hydroponics.

I have been wanting to startup an aqua ponies system and am a REALLY avid gardener. This

e-book has given me all the insight and tools needed to give it a go and I feel confident I can get it

done...I cannot wait, so excited!
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